Solomon Georgio
@solomongeorgio

Between the racism during Black History Month and homophobia on Pride Month, I’m gonna have to be so black & gay that James Baldwin comes back to life.
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Punk Under Pressure
@rhaJaybaby

These images are important. We rarely get to see images of black gay men aging and in love.
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The future

Why do I feel like I’ve never seen this?

A powerful message
Randall Kenan: Author who depicted Black, gay life in prose, dies at 57

“He was just an immense talent. His best years were ahead of him,”

“For me — a poor black boy from the swamps of Eastern North Carolina — the Civil War was far from a lost cause, let alone a done war. I had underestimated how unfinished,”

“And he was a gentleman of the old school”
“I have fought too hard and too long against discrimination based on race and color not to stand up against discrimination based on sexual orientation.”

Lewis compared the struggle for the equal treatment of LGBTQ people to his work on the front lines of the civil rights movement in an October 2003 Boston Globe editorial.

“Races don’t fall in love and get married. Individuals fall in love and get married”
Nylon chiffon stole, metallic, curve-hugging gown and matching handbag made this “matron” a big hit at New York ball.
Nick Kinney
@nickjameskin
gay culture is watching movies in the LGBT+ section of Netflix and saying it’s for a weird art class
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Adam Rippon
@Adaripp
FUN FACT: Being true to who you are and not giving a sh*t about what others think about you is an awesome and liberating thing whether you are gay or not - Sometimes we the gays need to be reminded more often but, LIKE, EVERYONE SHOULD TRY IT, FOR REAL. JUST DO IT.
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